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in 7920 Group MCUs
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1. Related Devices
All of the 7920 series MCUs

2. Symptom
When the DMAACKi validity bit for a DMA transfer is set to “valid”, if the following conditions are satisfied,
there is a possibility that the active “L” level output from pin DMAACKi is raised to “H” level. (In a certain
period, this “H” level output is retained.);

[Condition 1]
A recovery cycle is inserted to a certain cycle for accessing a transfer source area or a transfer destination
area.

Pin DMAACKi is raised to “H” level at the falling edge of φ1 in a recovery cycle. When the DMA transfer
continues (the burst transfer mode, or 2-bus-cycle transfer in the cycle steal mode), pin DMAACKi returns
to “L” level  at the first falling edge of φ1 in the next bus cycle.

Example:

φ1

External address

DMAACKi

Recovery cycle Recovery cycle

Transfer source address Transfer destination address

Raised to “H” level
in recovery cycle.

DMA transfer 
source

read cycle

DMA transfer 
destination 
write cycle

Raised to “H” level
in recovery cycle.
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[Condition 2]
In the 2-bus-cycle transfer during prefetch of an instruction allocated in the external area, the
internal area is designated for the transfer source, and the external area is designated for the
transfer destination, respectively.

Example:

[Condition 3]
A DRAM refresh is executed during a 2-bus-cycle transfer.

Example:

φ1

External address

Internal address

DMAACKi

Prefetch instruction allocated in external area

AD

Read cycle
for DMA transfer source
in internal area

AD + 2 AD + 4 AD + 6

Transfer destination 
address

Transfer source
address

Write cycle
for DMA transfer destination
in external area

Refresh cycle

Undefined

φ1

External address

DMAACKi

Read cycle
for DMA transfer source

Write cycle
for DMA transfer destination

Transfer destination 
address

Transfer source
address


